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Dual-arm coordination using dual quaternions and virtual mechanisms
Rohit Chandra, Carlos M. Mateo, Juan Antonio Corrales-Ramon and Youcef Mezouar

Abstract— A novel approach to the kinematic coordination
problem for dual-arm robots and for the definition of bimanual
tasks is proposed, where both modelling and control aspects of
the problem are handled using dual quaternion representation
of pose and screw-based manipulator Jacobian. The proposed
formulation is advantageous in terms of computation and
storage efficiency compared to other formulations of dual-arm
manipulator forward kinematics and Jacobian computation.
Unit dual quaternion representation is also capable of avoiding
representational singularities related to orientation.
The coordination problem for dual-arm manipulation is
addressed using relative Jacobian, and parametrized task definition is achieved using virtual mechanisms and task-specific
Jacobians. The framework hence developed has been validated
using a dual-arm Baxter robot for steering wheel rotation and
bimanual pouring tasks, thus validating the position controller
with both relative and global task-space motions. The proposed
experiments use a visual sensing strategy to detect and follow
the manipulated objects during the task.

I. INTRODUCTION
A dual-arm robot performing coordinated bimanual tasks
can be considered as a closed chain mechanism, where the
cooperating end-effectors are connected by the kinematic
constraints of the task. Two kinds of scenarios exists for
such dual-arm coordination: handling a single object; and
tasks where both arms are handling two different objects and
some coordination is required between them, for example, assembly tasks. These coordination scenarios has been referred
to as parallel and serial mode of coordination, respectively,
in [1]. While the relative cooperative behaviour is common
to both serial and parallel cooperative structures, the parallel
cooperative tasks can also be defined as a variation of serial
tasks, i.e. by defining the relative configuration of the two
arms and simultaneously deriving the configuration for one
of the arms from the common task.
This work aims at formulating the kinematic modelling
and control problem of dual-arm robots for the above mentioned cooperative tasks using dual quaternion representation of pose and screw-based manipulator Jacobians. The
computational and storage efficiency of unit dual quaternion
([2]), and singularity free representation of orientation [3] has
been utilized for the pose representation. Inverse kinematics
control has been achieved using screw-based differential
kinematics. Screw-based kinematics has the advantage of
flexibility of the choice of reference frames on the links and
manipulator starting configuration, over Denavit–Hartenberg

Fig. 1.

Baxter performing bimanual beans pouring task.

(DH) convention based kinematics [4]. It also provides a geometrically intuitive representation of manipulator Jacobian.
An object tracking technique based on points cloud ([5], [6])
has been used to add the perception faculty to the framework
for the beans pouring task, to validate the method with a
more realistic setup.
The contributions of this work are:
• Usage of dual quaternion representation, based on
screw-theory, for the computation of relative Jacobian
of cooperating arms for bimanual manipulation. Thus
facilitating better relative pose tracking, even in the case
of high relative angular velocity [7].
• A parametrized task definition, achieved using virtual
mechanisms attached between two frames, which can
either be fixed to the two end-effectors, or between one
of the end-effectors and a global frame, or both. These
virtual mechanisms eases the description of certain tasks
where some of the degrees of freedom in task space is
constrained, e.g. steering wheel rotation task (Fig. 6).
Section II provides the literature review of the available
approaches for dual-arm coordination modelling. Section III
provides the mathematical basis for kinematic modelling
and control. Control architecture of the proposed framework
is presented in section IV. Object tracking pipeline and
experimental evaluation of the framework is presented in
section V, and finally, some concluding remarks about our
work and future goals are discussed.
II. R ELATED W ORK AND C ONTRIBUTION
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Uchiyama [8] provided one of the earliest symmetric
formulation to deal with dual-arm coordination considering

both arms collectively, and introduced two task space variables, namely absolute and relative velocity, for the static
analysis of an object jointly held by the end-effectors of two
manipulators. These were the average and the difference of
the velocities of the tips of the virtual sticks, i.e. vectors
connecting the two end-effectors to the centre of the object.
Relative Jacobian was formulated in [9] using DH convention based frame definition of manipulator links and
rotation matrix representation of orientation for the trajectory
generation for two robots cooperating to perform assembly
tasks. It allowed the cooperating manipulators to be treated
as a single manipulator, while facilitating higher dimensional
null space.
In [10], a modular relative Jacobian was obtained by using
the individual Jacobians of the cooperating manipulators, and
used it for impedance control between two arms. A slightly
different formulation of relative Jacobian was obtained in
[7]. The time derivative of the relative pose was used for the
derivation of a modular relative Jacobian which revealed a
wrench transformation matrix, a function of mutual position
of the cooperating arms’ end-effectors. The modular relative
Jacobian composed of wrench transformation matrix, hence
obtained, demonstrated better trajectory tracking accuracy for
high relative angular velocity of the end-effectors.
Adorno [11] provided dual quaternion representation of
task space variables based on DH convention. While theoretical foundation of the relative Jacobian formulation was
given for a general manipulator, complete formulation of
relative Jacobian was limited to dual-arm robots with rotational joints. While most of the modern manipulators have
rotational joints, differential kinematics formulation for both
rotational as well as prismatic joints becomes especially
relevant when virtual mechanisms are used to represent task
constraints, e.g. the translational motion in peg-in-hole tasks.
Moreover, the computational efficiency of dual quaternions was underutilized in [11], as their computation of
Jacobian required more mathematical operations than the
homogeneous transformation matrix approach, attributed to
the use of a large (8 × 8) dual quaternion Hamilton matrix to
compensate for the non-commutative nature of dual quaternion multiplication. The pose error term used in [11] was
the numerical difference between the unit dual quaternion
representing desired and current frames for relative pose
control, which does not represent a meaningful displacement
variable [2].
Guenther [4] provided a new formulation of relative Jacobian based on screw theory that required only two frames,
i.e. reference and tool frame, thus eliminating the need of
defining frames on each involved link for the corresponding
DH convention based formulation. However, they used the
rotation matrices to represent the orientation of the screw
axis. Screw theory and unit dual quaternion algebra were
used in [3] for forward as well inverse kinematics problem
of cooperative manipulation for dual-arm robots, however,
the differential kinematics problem was not addressed.
Forward kinematic displacement computation and Jacobian formulation was proposed for kinematic control of a

serial manipulator using unit dual quaternion based on screw
theory in [2]. The exponential convergence of the control law,
using the screw parameters derived from the error unit dual
quaternion, was proved using a Lyapunov candidate function.
In this work we propose a new formulation of dual-arm
relative differential kinematics, i.e. relative Jacobian which
is based on [2] and [4]. In order to control the task defined
with respect to a global frame, the pose of one of the arms,
referred as reference manipulator in this work, is controlled,
in addition to relative pose of the end-effectors. Task-specific
Jacobians have been used to define various control modes,
such as relative pose control, relative plus absolute pose
control, relative orientation control, etc. Virtual mechanisms
have been defined using similar dual quaternion formulation
to model task constraints and to compute desired trajectories
to be used for bimanual tasks. Additionally, an exponentially
convergent proportional control law has been utilized for
pose control.

Fig. 2.

Dual-arm frames and joint axes and virtual joints.

III. M ATHEMATICAL F ORMULATION FOR D UAL -A RM
C OORDINATION
The dual arm set-up along with the different frames used
in the following formulations is given in Fig. 2. Σr is the
reference frame, Σt is the tool frame and Σb is the fixed
base frame.
In the following explanation, dual quaternions and dual
vectors have been notated with bold characters with hat
(e.g. x̂ and ŝ, respectively), where dual vectors are dual
quaternions with pure quaternions1 as dual and non-dual part.
Dual numbers have been referred with variables with hat
(e.g. θ̂), whereas dual number array has been notated with
underlined bold characters with hat (e.g. θ̂). Real number
arrays are referred using underlined bold characters (e.g. θ)
and vectors and quaternions are notated with bold characters
(e.g. l).
1A

pure quaternion, q is defined as q = q1 i + q2 j + q3 k.

A. Dual Quaternion Pose Representation
Pose representation using unit dual quaternion is given as:
!
!
!
θ̂
θ̂
θ̂
x̂ = exp
+ ŝ sin
(1)
ŝ = cos
2
2
2
where, θ̂ ∈ D is a dual angle and ŝ ∈ D3×1 is a directed
line represented using a unit dual vector.
θ̂ = θ + ε d,

ŝ = l + ε m,

ε2 = 0,

ε 6= 0,

(2)

where, θ is a rotation around the screw axis, d is translation
along the same axis, l is the unit direction vector of the screw
axis, and m is the moment of this screw axis with respect
to the origin of the reference frame (m = p × l), and p is
an arbitrary point lying on the screw axis.
B. Relative Forward Kinematics
In Fig. 2, ŝi is the dual vector of joint screw joint
for i = 1, ..., (n1 + n2), corresponding to the dual arm
manipulator and ŝvi for vi = 1, ..., m, corresponds to the
virtual mechanism, computed and given in Σr . Joint screw
axes for the dual-arm robot are counted from 1 to (n1 + n2),
where joint screw axis 1 is attached and closest to the
reference frame. r pr,t = pt is the position of tool frame
origin computed and given with respect to Σr .
Let x̂t0 be the initial relative pose of the tool end-effector
with respect to the reference end-effector, for the initial joint

T
∈
configuration θ̂ 0 = θ̂10
θ̂20
···
θ̂(n1 +n2 )0
D(n1 +n2 )×1 . The tool end-effector pose x̂t , relative to
the reference frame, Σr , for joint configuration θ̂ =

T
∈ D(n1 +n2 )×1 is given
θ̂1
θ̂2
···
θ̂(n1 +n2 )
as:

x̂t = δT x̂t0 ,
δ̂T = δ̂1 δ̂2 · · · δ̂( n1 + n2 ),
!
θ̂i
ŝi .
δ̂i = exp
2 0

(3)

θ̂i = ε ∆di ,

ξ̂rt = ωr + ε vr0 .

(5)

where, ωr is the rotational velocity of the tool frame, and
vr0 is the translational velocity of a point which is attached
to the tool frame and is instantaneously coincident with the
origin of reference frame. ωr is defined as a pure quaternion
non-dual part, and vr0 is defined as a pure quaternion dual
part of the dual quaternion r ξ̂rt .
The relative twist of the tool end-effector is given as:


r
ŝ2
···
ŝ(n1 +n2 ) θ̂˙ = Ĵ0 r θ̂˙ (6)
ξ̂rt = ŝ1
Therefore, relative Jacobian is given as:


ŝ2
···
ŝ(n1 +n2 ) .
Ĵ0 r = ŝ1

(7)

The current dual vector of joint screw, ŝi , for the ith joint,
can be obtained from its initial value ŝi0 , by transforming it
using the total displacement caused by the previous (i − 1)
joints.
ŝi = b δ̂ T
ŝi0 b δˆ∗ T
(8)
(i−1)

b ˆ∗
δ
b
b

T(i−1)

(i−1)

is the classical dual quaternion conjugate of

δ̂T(i−1) .
δ̂ T(i−1) can be obtained as:
b

δ̂ T(i−1) = δ̂1 δ̂2 · · · δ̂i−1 .

(9)

Please note that in the case of first joint, i.e. ŝ1 , the dual
vector of joint screw is constant with respect to the reference
frame.
Ĵ0 r maps joint velocities to the translational velocity of
a point attached to the tool end-effector and instantaneously
coincident with the origin of reference frame (vr0 ), while
they map the same rotation velocity. In order to compute the
compute relative Jacobian (Ĵr ), that maps the joint velocities
to the relative translational velocity of origin of the tool endeffector frame (vr ), following relation can be used(refer Fig.
2):
(10)

r

where pt (same as pr,t ) is the current position of the tool
end-effector with respect to the current pose of the reference
end-effector frame given in current reference frame. pt can
be derived as a vector from the current relative pose of tool
frame as:

for revolute joints,

pt = 2qt qr∗ ,

for prismatic joints.

where qr , and qt are the rotational and translational component of x̂t , respectively, such that x̂t = qr + εqt , and qr∗ is
the quaternion conjugate of qr .
The relative Jacobian (Ĵr ) can now be represented using
modified screw axes ŝmodi ∀i = 1, . . . , (n1 + n2 ), as:


ŝmod2
···
ŝmod(n1 +n2 ) , (11)
Ĵr = ŝmod1

ŝi0 is the initial joint screw axis described using li0 and
mi0 , which are the unit dual vector for the initial axis and
dual vector moment of the joint screw axis about the base
frame of the manipulator, and mi0 is computed as:
mi0 = pi0 × li0 ,

r

vr = vr0 + ωr × pt ,

where θ̂i is a joint displacement from the home position θ̂i0 ,
and,
θ̂i = ∆θi ,

C. Relative Jacobian
The relative twist between the reference and tool frame is
given as:

(4)

where pi0 is the initial position of a point on ith joint axis.

where ŝmodi is given as:
ŝmodi = li + ε (pi − pt ) × li = ŝi − ε (pt × li )

(12)

D. Task Modeling using Virtual Mechanisms
The different kinematic constraints related to different
tasks can be represented using virtual mechanisms. Different
tasks with their respective virtual mechanisms used for
modelling the constraints have been depicted in Fig. 4 and 5.
Please note that both dual-arm manipulators and the virtual
mechanism connecting the two end-effectors share the same
reference and tool frame (Fig. 2). Since both the arms have
been assumed to be redundant, hence a generalized virtual
kinematic chain can be attached to the serial chain of the
manipulator individually as well as in relative task space.
Let,

T
(13)
θ̂ V = θ̂v1
θ̂v2
···
θ̂vm


ŝv20
···
ŝvm0
ĴV 0 = ŝv10
(14)
be the array of dual angle representing desired joint displacements of the virtual mechanism with m joints, and the
initial dual vectors of joint screws corresponding the virtual
mechanism.
The desired pose for a task represented using the virtual
mechanism can be computed using (3), and (6), respectively,
if θ̂ V , i.e. the configuration of the virtual mechanism related
to the desired task is given.
IV. C ONTROL A RCHITECTURE

axes, a point on the screw axes and initial configuration
of virtual mechanisms. Desired joint rate of the virtual
joints and motion end condition is also defined in the same
configuration file.
The output of VM Module is the the desired pose of the
tool end-effector relative to reference end-effector. The trajectory is given as input to the inverse kinematics controller
illustrated in the Controller Module layer. The controller
computes the error screw displacement parameter from the
current and desired pose unit dual quaternions and computes
the desired positions of the joints of a dual-arm system
for next time step of the control iteration. These position
commands are then subsequently passed to an existing joint
position controller of the robot.
The error unit dual quaternion ê, can obtained as the
relative displacement between the desired and current pose,
i.e. x̂d and x̂c respectively.
ê = x̂c x̂∗d

(15)

where, x̂∗d is the classical dual quaternion conjugate of x̂d .
The control law for kinematic control shown in the Controller Module layer in Fig. 3, i.e. CalculateErrorTwist(pc ,
pd ) along with the gain λ, is computed as:
ξ̂ = −λ ln(ê)
= −λ(θe le − ε (θe me + de le ))

(16)

where, {θe , de , le , me } are screw displacement parameter
related to the error dual quaternion ê, and λ is a positive
scalar gain for the controller. The global exponential convergence of the above mentioned control law (ξ̂) has been
proved for −π ≥ θe ≥ π in [2], which has been used for
relative task-space kinematic control for the different control
modes discussed below.
A. Control modes

Fig. 3. Controller architecture for inverse kinematic velocity control for
virtual mechanism based task definition.

The kinematic formulations based on screw theory with
dual quaternion representation discussed in III was implemented for a general dual-arm system consisting of two
redundant (more than 6 dof s) manipulators. Fig. 3 presents
the controller architecture of the complete system capable
of inverse kinematic control for a general virtual mechanism
based task. The whole framework is divided in three layers. The top layer is composed of Task Planner and Task
Sensing Unit, which are related to the task desired. In the
current implementation we assume that we already have the
information about the virtual mechanism that defines the
task, and we send this information directly to VM Module
using a yaml configuration file, consisting of joint screw

Several control modes were defined to deal with different
tasks related to dual-arm robots, where a specialized Jacobians and error vectors were defined for all of them. The
screw axis dual vectors (ŝi ∀i = 1 to (n1 +n2 )) were obtained
for all the joints in the base frame, and were transformed
accordingly as required for defining Jacobians for different
control modes, using following line transformation relation
using unit dual quaternion:
a

ŝi =a x̂b b ŝi a x̂∗b

(17)

where, a line dual vector in frame b is being transformed to
frame a using the unit dual quaternion ax̂b , i.e. pose of frame
b in a frame.
The control modes used in the current implementation and
following experiments are (refer Fig. 2):
1) Right control mode: The Jacobian for right control
mode, used for controlling right arm, is given as:


ŝn1 −1
···
ŝ(1) , (18)
Ĵ0 right = ŝn1
where all the screw axis vectors are given in base
frame.

2) Left control mode: The Jacobian for left control mode,
used for controlling left arm, is given as:


ŝn1 +2
···
ŝ(n1 +n2 ) ,
Ĵ0 lef t = ŝn1 +1
(19)
where all the screw axis vectors are given in base
frame.
3) Relative control mode: The Jacobian for relative control mode, to control only the relative configuration
between the two end-effectors, is given as:


ŝ2
···
ŝ(n1 +n2 ) , (20)
Ĵ0 relative = ŝ1
where all the screw axis vectors are given in right endeffector (i.e. reference) frame.
4) RightRelative control mode: The Jacobian for
RightRelative control mode, which is used to control
both the right arm, as well as relative pose between
the two end-effectors, is given as:


Ĵ0 ref 08×n2
0
Ĵ ref Rel =
Ĵ0 r

Σbase

(a) Reference Virtual Mechanism
dref: 0.4 to 0.2 m
θ: 0 to 0.4 radian

Σreference

drel: 0.8 to 0.4
(b) Relative Virtual Mechanism

Σtool

Fig. 4. Virtual mechanisms used for grasping and rotating the steering
wheel using two arms.

Fig. 5.

Virtual mechanism used to define bimanual beans pouring task.

where,

Ĵ0 ref = ŝ1

ŝ2

···

ŝn1



(21)
(22)

where the screw axis vectors are given in right endeffector (i.e. reference) frame.
5) RightOrientationRelative control mode: The Jacobian
for RightOrientationRelative control mode, used to
control just the orientation of the right arm, in addition
to the relative configuration of the two end-effectors is
given as:


Jˆ00 ref 04×n2
0
Ĵ ref ORel =
Ĵ0 r
where, Jˆ00 ref oRel is the first four rows of Ĵ0 ref , pertaining to the rotation part.
In addition to the Jacobians related to reference and
relative task space, the control law has to combined in a
similar fashion, so that the exponential convergence property
of the control law given in (16) can be exploited. For
instance, for RightRelative control mode, the error unit dual
quaternions are combined as,


ξ̂
ξ̂ref Rel = ref
(23)
ξ̂rel
V. E XPERIMENTATION VALIDATION AND R ESULTS
The above mentioned methodology was implemented on
Baxter dual arm collaborative robot [12], which is equipped
with two seven degrees of freedom arms. Baxter software
developers kit (SDK) provides an interface to ROS to give
joint velocity commands for both the manipulators. In order
to compute torque command to execute the desired velocity,
gravity compensation torques for each joint were internally
computed and added by the Baxter SDK.

Fig. 6.

Baxter performing steering wheel rotation task.

In order to demonstrate the validity of the proposed
kinematic formulations and the virtual mechanism based
trajectory generator, we designed two different tasks: steering
wheel rotation; and bimanual beans pouring task.
A. Steering wheel rotation task
The formulation of the steering wheel rotation task in
the context of this paper deals only with the kinematic
aspect of the problem. The authors acknowledge the need
of at least a static analysis to successfully complete the
task because even a small kinematic error can lead to high
internal force on the grasped steering wheel. In order to
successfully accomplish this task, the reference manipulator
end-effector (Σr ) had to rotate with respect to the base
frame (Σb ), and at the same time it was required to keep
the tool end-effector (Σt ) at a constant relative pose with
respect the reference end-effector (Σr ). Additionally, we
also formulated grasping and retracting motion for both the
manipulators using two prismatic joints, in reference and
relative task space. Fig. 4 provides the virtual mechanisms
for both relative as well as reference task space to emulate

Fig. 7.

Performance for steering wheel rotation task.

represents desired trajectory, whereas

the steering wheel rotation motion. RightRelative control
mode was used for the trajectory tracking for this task and
execution of task by Baxter robot is illustrated in Fig. 6.
B. Bimanual beans pouring task
The goal of this experiment is to pick up two glasses which
are placed on a table in front of the robot and to pour the
content of one of them to the other one. To accomplish the
task, it is required that one of the arms holding the glass containing beans rotate along the central axis of another cup held
by other robot (see Fig. 5). In order to provide perception
capability, an object recognition and tracking process was
implemented in addition to a simple grasping strategy. This
experiment uses two AR10 robotic hands ([13]), attached to
each of the arms and an external RGB-D sensor to get visual
information. The complete operation required Left, Right and
RightOrientationRelative control modes. In fact, the task is
quite challenging to achieve using RightRelative mode due to
limited workspace of the robot, and the absence of a strategy
to use redundancy of the manipulators, which is outside
the scope of this implementation. RightOrientationRelative
control mode provides the robot the flexibility to change the
position of the right arm, without changing the orientation,
and thus we were able to complete the task. The virtual
mechanism used to generate task trajectory is depicted in
Fig. 5.
Object recognition and tracking process. KLD-sampling

represents actual trajectory.

adaptive particle filter [5], [6] built in the Point Cloud
Library’s [14] was used to track the objects in the scenario
during the manipulation task. KLD-sampling is a stochastic
approach to increase the efficiency of the particle filter
tracker. To initialize the pose of each tracked object the
tabletop object recognition pipeline is used, which find the
points cluster of objects previously trained, i.e. stored objects
in a database with an associated object reference frame,
centred on the bottom of the object. This pipeline consists
of two operations: segmentation; and detection. The first
one detects the table by finding the dominant plane in the
points cloud using RANSAC, then, points above the table are
considered to belong to graspable objects. The second one
uses an iterative fitting technique (ICP) to see how well it
corresponds to each cluster an object stored in the database,
and if a good fit is found, the cluster is labelled as the
detected object. Note that now, the reference frame of the
cluster, that is its pose, is the same that for the recognized
object. Once initialized, KDL-sampling tracker returns a pose
for each object over the sequence. In this work the grasping
points are defined as fixed points on the trained objects, and
grasping posture were manually configured. Fig. 1 depicts
the different stages of the task performed by the robot.
C. Results
The controller was manually tuned to get a stable execution of trajectory for the experiments. The trajectory

as a C++ library for general dual-arm systems, and is
compatible with ROS.
The next step envisioned, in the context of this work, is
to compare this method with the performance of another
dual quaternion based implementation available in literature
([11]). Additionally, we would like to extend the framework
to include the absolute Jacobian, which can be used for the
complete description for cooperative task space. In addition
to that, we plan to use to use the null space of the Jacobian
to perform additional task, for examples keeping the joint
positions of the two cooperating arms within the joint limits,
etc. Finally, an extended cooperative task space formulation
based on [1] is desired to complete the kinematic description
for dual-arm cooperation using unit dual quaternion representation of screw motion.
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Fig. 8.
Performance for beans pouring task.
trajectory, whereas
represents actual trajectory.

represents desired
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